
One Minute GOLF TIPS 
„WHERE PASSION MEETS PERFORMANCE‟ 

 

 

TARGET LINE MAINTENANCE 
 
The object of this ‘One Minute Golf Tip’ is to ‘Improve Your Game’ quickly and easily. 

 

The purpose of the „Great Game of Golf‟ is to strike the Ball into the Hole in as few strokes 

as is „Humanly Personally Possible‟. Best to do it in one smooth flowing action! As long as you 

have a ‘Club’ in your bag that goes the correct ‘Distance’ and you make it go the right 

‘Direction’. That „Hole In One‟ is quite possible every stroke! Think big! 

 

Strive to be ‘Confident! Comfortable! & Consistent!’  

 

VISUALIZE YOUR BALL FLIGHT 
IN A CLEAR MIND PICTURE 

 

 

Now think ‘Target Line Maintenance’ which means we select the shortest distance between the 

two points, a „Straight Line From The Ball To The Precise Target‟ (quarter) and ‘Visualize 

The Ball Flight’. Right! You say. Maybe you but not me to a quarter! Make a simple decision. 

Think You Can! Focus and ‘Execute’! You will be amazed. 

 

If we get a little lazy and just ‘Shoot At The Green’ which is 150 feet across, then our Target is 

effectively a 150 foot cup! That would make the game much easier! Hit ‘Greens In Regulation’ 

and the hole is completed! Wouldn’t that make for low scores? 

 

‘Take Dead Aim’ and your game will improve immediately! Play „A to B Golf‟ and you will buy 

fewer drinks and meals at the 19
th
 Hole! Golf is „Connecting The Dots‟! 

 

When the ‘555 Golf Team’ says ‘A to B’ it means all your “Upper Body Components’, especially 

the ‘Distal End Of The Levers’ (‘Hands’) tracking ‘Down The Line’ as well. Remember, „The 

Ball Goes Where Your Hands Go!‟ 
 

Think „Three Ink Spots‟! Thrust Lines should be relatively parallel to the ‘Body or Foot Line’. 

That is how ‘Newton’ makes it natural! 

 

 

“Welcome Aboard!” 

  “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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